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It is known that a partially entangled state gives improved sensitivity in generalized Ramsey spectroscopy in
the presence of decoherence, whereas a maximally entangled state does not. However, it has been an open
question whether the known decoherence limit in the improvement is achievable. We show that every spin-
squeezed state possesses pairwise entanglement, thereby improving the spectroscopic sensitivity, and that even
suboptimal entanglement in its easiest implementation suffices to asymptotically reach the decoherence limit
without any measurement optimization.


























































While quantum correlations are still puzzling, they ha
already found many promising applications such as ach
ing interferometric@1–4# and spectroscopic@5,6# sensitivi-
ties beyond the standard quantum noise limit using squee
states. Many more astonishing applications have appeare
a rapidly flourishing science of quantum information a
computation@7#, where entanglement serves as a basic ing
dient. Both entanglement and squeezing are valuable
sources of quantum correlations.
Entanglement is based on the superposition princ
combined with Hilbert space structure, while squeezing
originated from another fundamental principle of quantu
mechanics—the uncertainty principle. Therefore, it is int
esting and important to study their relationship. Squee
states of light~boson squeezing! have been well studied an
used as an important source of entanglement in a theor
continuous variable quantum information~see Ref.@8# and
references therein!. A more advanced theory of discrete va
able quantum information is based on a two-level quant
system or qubit. Thus, a concept of spin squeez
@3–5,9,10# may be interesting and useful due to the spin-
analogy of a qubit@11#. Unfortunately, spin squeezing is no
a very well-understood issue and there are several definit
of it, which usually depend on the context in which they a
being used@5,10,12–15#.
A useful concept of spin squeezing in the sense of qu
tum correlations is established in Refs.@3,9,10# and a termi-
nology of a squeezed spin state~SSS! is introduced in con-
trast to a coherent spin state~CSS!. Also, spin-squeezing
models of one-axis twisting and two-axis twisting are p
posed on the basis of nonlinear interaction betweenN spins,
which, respectively, reduce quantum noise down to the o
of N1/3 and 1/2. Lately, a variety of mechanisms of sp
squeezing has been suggested utilizing the interaction
squeezed or nonclassical light with trapped atom/ions
metastable states of matter@5,14,16,17#, via quantum non-
demolition measurement@18#, in optical lattices@19# and
some of the proposals have been experimentally dem
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strated. A spin-squeezed ensemble of 107 cold atoms has
been experimentally observed@20# via absorption of nonclas
sical light. Squeezed spin states of atoms have been prep
by quantum nondemolition measurement on the collec
spin of 106 cesium atoms@21#.
In the absence of decoherence, the squeezed uncert
of a transverse spin component directly improves the se
tivity in interferometry @4# including Ramsey spectroscop
@5#, enabling the improvement factors up toN1/3 for one-axis
twisting andAN for two-axis twisting withN particles@10#.
Winelandet al. @5# have shown that a signal-to-noise ratio
the Ramsey spectroscopy may be increased by;AN in cer-
tain cases over the case where uncorrelatedN are used, and
possible experimental demonstrations are discussed. Ano
interesting scheme that improves interferometric sensitiv
by a factor ofAN is possible by using maximally entangle
states@22,23# treatingN particles as a single-quantum objec
The phase evolution of an object consisting ofN particles is
N times as fast as that of a particle itself, or an equivalen
deBroglie wavelength is shortened by a factor ofN @22#,
giving the standard quantum limit for an objectNdf;1.
In the presence of decoherence, the second scheme
collapse very rapidly for largeN while the first one will
partly survive@24#. For smallN, an experiment using a state
of-the-art ion trap is suggested to be feasible@23# and en-
tanglement of four ions have been indeed demonstrated@25#.
The demonstration of the drastic improvement over the s
dard quantum limit is the ultimate experimental goal th
requires the suppression of decoherence—a very challen
task. Another direction we may seek is to go along w
decoherence and find the best we can do under decoher
Huelgaet al. @24# have shown that, in the presence of dec
herence, a maximally entangled state does not provide hig
resolution, whereas a partially entangled state with a h
symmetry gives an improved sensitivity. A quantum netwo
construction for such a highly symmetric state is given
@26#.
But it has not been clear how this state should be
tangled, and to what extent the sensitivity is improve
Moreover, the symmetry does not by itself guarantee that
state is optimal in the sense it gives maximal precision. T
is because in generalized Ramsey spectroscopy, the su
all spins are measured and the above-mentioned high de



































































DUGER ULAM-ORGIKH AND MASAHIRO KITAGAWA PHYSICAL REVIEW A 64 052106correlations among qubits, but it does not relate to the qu
tum noise, i.e., quantum correlations or entanglement am
qubits. An optimization of the coefficients of the highly sym
metric states is also a difficult problem for largeN. There-
fore, it has been an open problem whether a precision
provement saturates at the theoretical decoherence limit
increasingN @24#.
We answer these questions in this paper by showing
the decoherence limit is asymptotically achievable, ev
when the simplest spin-squeezed input state is used, w
has nonoptimal but suboptimal entanglement.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we dem
strate that a squeezed spin state possesses pairwise ent
ment. In Sec. III, a scheme of generalized Ramsey spec
copy with an input SSS is summarized. We show that an S
always gives an improvement in precision in the presenc
decoherence. In the final section, we prove that the impro
ment asymptotically reaches the theoretical decohere
limit even for a suboptimal input state generated by one-a
twisting. Throughout the paper, we refer toN-cat states@27#,
(u0& ^ N1u1& ^ N)/A2, as maximally entangled in the sense
Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen correlation. It is shown that ma
mally entangled states are nonspin squeezed forN>3 and
completely spin squeezed forN52.
II. SPIN SQUEEZING AND PAIRWISE ENTANGLEMENT
Before dealing with the main subject of the paper,
briefly discuss the relationships between spin squeezing
entanglement. Several definitions of spin squeezing are u
in the literature@5,10,12–15#. A definition of spin squeezing
based only on the uncertainty relation@12# is not invariant
under rotation; thus, it does not necessarily reflect the qu
tum correlations. Therefore, we follow here a definition
spin squeezing based on quantum spin correlations as in
@10#, where spin was regarded as squeezed only if the m
mum variancê DS'
2 & of a spin component perpendicular
the directionn̂ of the mean spin vector is smaller than t
standard quantum limitN/4 of the CSS. Here, a collectiv






wheresk,i is a Pauli operator fori th spin 1/2. At this point,
it is convenient to introduce the following quantities norm










2 ~h n̂<1!. ~3!
Then,y' serves as a squeezing parameter and our defin

























The spin squeezing in the original sense@10# is well defined
only within the maximum 2S11 (S5N/2) multiplicity sub-
space to which the CSS belongs, since it is defined w
respect to the standard quantum limit of the CSS. In ot
words, this definition makes sense only for the eigenstate
Ŝ2 with the maximal eigenvalue. For instance, we may s
about spin squeezing of triplet states, but not about the
glet one whenN52. As for another example, if one star
from an initial CSS and applies only collective operato
f (Sx ,Sy ,Sz), then the state remains in the subspace of ma
mum multiplicity because of@ f (Sz ,Sy ,Sz),Ŝ
2#50, and the
concept of spin squeezing may be safely used. Clearly,
state may not be confined to this particular subspace in o
circumstances, for instance, in the presence of decoher
as the case discussed in this paper. A further generalizatio
spin squeezing will be discussed elsewhere.
Negative spin correlations are implied by the above d
nition of spin-squeezing Eq.~4!, as may be seen in the fol
lowing way: If we define a pairwise correlation coefficie
@15# ~or statistical covariance! as Ckk8
i j
51/4(^sk,isk8, j&
2^sk,i&^sk8, j&) (k,k85x,y,z), then it is easy to show tha
the condition for negative correlations may be written in t
form Ckk
i j 5(yk1hk21)/@4(N21)#,0 or simply yk /(1
2hk),1. In the principal coordinate (n̂,'), it readsy',1,
sinceh'50 by the definition. Thus, the definition of SS
given by Eq.~4! is equivalent to the condition for negativ
pairwise correlations.
It is more important that these correlations are quantum
nature in the maximum multiplicity subspace, for which t
definition of spin squeezing is supposed to be used. This m
be understood intuitively as follows: For a state of pair q
bits in the triplet sub-space uC&5au00&1b(u01&
1u10&)/A21gu11&, wherea, b, and g are arbitrary con-
stants, one may find that the concurrenceC—a measure of
entanglement@28# has one-to-one correspondence withy' as
C5u2ag2b2u512y' . ~5!
It implies that a spin-squeezed pair spins is always entan
or quantum correlated. On the other hand, a state in
maximum multiplicity subspace has a Clebsch-Gordan co
position of separated single spins and entangled pair sp
Therefore, pairwise negative correlations in Eq.~4! are quan-
tum, i.e., an SSS always possesses pairwise entangleme
more detailed discussion on this subject will be publish
elsewhere.
Another implication is that aN-cat maximally entangled
state is nonspin squeezed, i.e., it has no pairwise or bipa
entanglement, since it is trulyN-partite entangled@29#. Our
result is in full agreement with the fact that the pairwi
entanglement is the least fragile under the disposal one o
qubits~spins!, while maximally entangled states are the mo
fragile ones having genuineN-partite entanglement. We not
that CSS is the only separable state in the maximum mu
plicity subspace and the spin-squeezing condition Eq.~4! is a
sufficient ~but not necessary! condition for nonseparability.
This can alternatively be shown by the same technique
























































SPIN-SQUEEZING AND DECOHERENCE LIMIT IN . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A64 052106for inseparability was given. Namely,n̂1 /(h n̂21h n̂3)<1,
heren̂1 , n̂2, andn̂3 are orthogonal directions. This conditio
is closely connected with another widely used definition
spin-squeezingy' /h n̂,1, which indicates a level of spec
troscopic precision improvement in the absence of deco
ence@5#, sinceh n̂21h n̂3,1. But, it is undetermined for the
maximally entangled state, thus no longer useful at least
the purpose of this paper. We just note that our definition
equivalent whenever the spectroscopic one is valid~in par-
ticular for small squeezing!.
The pairwise entanglement of SSS, being quantum ne
tive correlations, improves the measurement sensitivity
Ramsey spectroscopy in the presence of decoherence
we show this in the next section.
III. GENERALIZED RAMSEY SPECTROSCOPY SCHEME
The Nobel prize-winning Ramsey spectroscopy metho
well known~see@14,31# for details!. Since the purpose of th
paper is to answer the open question given in Ref.@24#,
where a generalized Ramsey spectroscopy scheme is
cussed, we consider here the same scheme but with a
squeezed input state. We note that this scheme has the
lowing simplifications; the decoherence effect is conside
only during the free-evolution period of Ramsey spectr
copy but not for input state preparation, and a period of in
state preparation is not considered. The problem for m
realistic situations will be discussed separately.
Suppose that we are givenN ions in a trap. The general
ized Ramsey spectroscopy scheme starts by applying the
Ramsey pulseRy(p/2)5exp(2ipSy/2) to an initial CSS
u0& ^ N, which rotates the CSS to point in thex direction. This
is then followed by spin-squeezing unitary evolutio
exp(2iHss)t/\ with squeezing HamiltonianHss. Under the
spin-squeezing evolution, the maximum squeezing axis'
altered, while the main spin directionn̂ is not changed, as we
see later. Thus, another rotation pulseRx(n)5exp(2inSx) is
needed to direct the maximal squeezing in a desired di
tion, namely along they axis. ~Or, the initial CSS may be
squeezed before the first Ramsey pulse is applied.! There-
fore, an input SSS is prepared as
uCss&5Rx~2n!exp~2 iH sst/\!RyS p2 D u0& ^ N. ~6!
Following this, the state undergoes a period of ‘‘free evo
tion’’ during which we assume a decoherence is pres
Each spin is assumed to evolve independently via the ma
equationr (̇t52 i @H,r#2g(r21/2), i.e., nondiagonal ele
ments are decayed with a rateg @24#. A different model of
decoherence is discussed in Ref.@32#. Finally, the collective
operatorSy is measured with the use of the second Ram
pulse. This basic scheme is repeated many times for a
experiment durationT.
The uncertainty in atomic frequency according to th























whereNm denotes the total number of the repeated meas
ments. A relative improvement in the precision over t
minimal uncertainty udv0u5A2eg/NT for the standard
Ramsey spectroscopy with an uncorrelated input state@24#







wheret52gt f andt f is a free-evolution time for single step
It is easy to analyze Eq.~7! if we remember thatyy andhx
are normalized with respect to the CSS to beyy<1 andhx
<1. We note that this equation has a singularity in the lim
t→0, unless alsoyy→0.
If we consider Eq.~7! as a function ont, then its form is
defined byyy : it is a convex function with the maximum
Pmax.0 whenyy,1, and a monotonically decreasing fun
tion P<0 whenyy51. In other words, all SSS’s possess t
potential for improving precision in the presence of decoh
ence, while non-SSS’s such as uncorrelated or maxim
entangled states, do not give any improvement accordin
this generalized Ramsey spectroscopy scheme fort f.t @33#.
Since spin squeezing occurs in a spherical angular
mentum phase space, not onlyy' but alsoh n̂ is decreased
with an increasing of squeezing. The former gives an i
provement while the latter degrades it according to Eq.~7!.
The competition between them under the decoherence
cess justifies the actual maximal improvement and one d
not necessarily need the maximal spin squeezing for the
precision. That explains why a simple spin squeezing mo
of one-axis twisting turns out to be useful.
When we neglect the pulse duration and squeezing per
the free-evolution timet equals to a single measureme
time, which actually needs to be optimized for the maxim
improvement. By optimizing Eq.~7! on t, one sees that the
optimal value topt is determined by the equationtopt51
2(12yy)e
2topt, and the corresponding improvement
Popt512Aetopt/(ehx). From the last equation, one sees th





.0.39 ~whentopt→0, hx→1!. ~8!
The full optimization of Eq.~7! on hx andyy functions is not
a simple problem especially for largeN, for instance; a full
numerical optimization with respect to the input state pre
ration have been done only up toN57 in Ref. @24#. Thus, it
was not clear whether the decoherence limit is reachable
increasing the number of ions@24,34#, and we answer this
question in the next section.
IV. SSS AND DECOHERENCE LIMIT
In this section, using a one-axis twisting model of sp
squeezing we show that the decoherence limit in the
provement of spectroscopic precision may be reached
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2 , ~9!
whereSz51/2( i 51
N sz,i . This model is quite general and ma
be realized experimentally, for example, by illuminating
the ions in a trap with laser beams with two different colo
@35# or one deals with a similar Hamiltonian in a two-mod
approximation of a many-body Hamiltonian in neutr
atomic Bose-Einstein condensate in a double-well poten
@36#. A conditional displacement of the vibrational mode
trapped ions may also be used to simulate such a nonli
Hamiltonian@37#.
The one-axis twisting evolution may also be simulated
an efficient quantum network, which is easy to see by writ




expS 2 i m8 sz,isz, j t D , ~10!
wherem52xt is a spin-squeezing angle and a constant te
is neglected. The two-spin entangling evolution e
(2i(m/8)sz,isz, j ) may be easily implemented via a sym
metrically controlled rotation gate, that is, a rotation gate
Rz
( i j )S 7m4 D5S e
7 im/8 0
0 e6 im/8D ~11!
is applied to the second qubit depending on the value, 0 o
of the first qubit. Thus, the preparation of the input SSS m
be expressed as an efficient@38# quantum network as show
in Fig. 1, consisting of 2N one-qubit andN(N21)/2 two-
qubit gates.








perm&5(permu1^ l0^ (N2 l )& is a permutation symmet
ric state withl being the number of 1’s and the coefficient
FIG. 1. Efficient quantum network for preparation of an initi
SSS. The two-qubit symmetric gate is a controlled rotation g
defined by the unitary operator of exp@2imsz,isz,j/8#, i.e., a rotation
Rz
( i j )(7m/4) is applied to the second qubit depending on the va



















The stateuCss& is also symmetric under the exchange
the excited and ground states for each ion, sincecl(m,n)
5cN2 l(m,n). It should be noted that in generalized Rams
spectroscopy we have to deal, indeed, with high-symme
states as a natural consequence of the following two fa
~1! Only the sum of spin~dipole! components is measured i
Ramsey spectroscopy and any permutation among qu
does not change the result, therefore, the state has a pe
tation symmetry.~2! Only the relative phase betweenu0& and
u1& is measured, the mean spin vector must be in thex-y
plane to maximize the signal, andu0& andu1& have the same
weight in each qubit, i.e., a symmetry under exchange ofu0&
and u1&.
For discussing spin squeezing, we need to findhk andyk ,










where A512cosN22m and B54sin(m/2)cosN22(m/2). As
one can see, under one-axis twisting, the main spin direc
does not change. Therefore,yy is chosen to be minimal in
Eq. ~15! by applying the adjusting pulseRx(n) with n being
determined viam as n5p/221/2 arctanB/A. We note that
the coefficientcl of Eq. ~13! actually depends on the onl
one parameterm wheny'5yy .
From Eq. ~15! it can be seen that the states are sp
squeezedyy(m),1 when 0,m,p, while at m5p, they
become nonspin squeezed asyy(p)51 for N>3. On the
other hand, from Eq.~13! it follows that the states atm5p
are maximally entangled states, for instance, they are
N-cat form: c0(p,p/2)5cN(p,p/2)51/A2 for Nodd. The
maximality of entanglement forNeven>4 spins may be seen
in the following way @39#: it may be written inN-cat state
form 1/A2(u0& ^ N1u1& ^ N), as for Nodd case, after using a
rotation pulseRy(p/2) for all spins, which do not change th
entanglement. Therefore, we have seen that a maximally
tangled state is non-SSS forN>3. In contrast, the maximally
entangled two-qubit states~with n53p/4 andn5p/4) are
completely spin-squeezed onesyy(p)50, as expected.
Finally, let us return to the precision improvement pro
lem again, since now we have all necessary information
analytic expressions. For one-axis twisting, the optimizat
of Eq. ~7! for the maximal improvement is done on only tw
parameters,m and t, regardless of the number of ions, in
stead of bN/2c11 ones for numerical optimization of th
input state@24#, thus drastically simplifying the problem an

























SPIN-SQUEEZING AND DECOHERENCE LIMIT IN . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A64 052106As we have discussed in the previous section,yy(m) as
well ashx(m) decrease with an increasing of squeezing
at a different rate, and the actual maximal improvemen
resolved by their competition via Eq.~7!. It is interesting to
see howP(t,m) is actually optimized via the two optimiza
tion parameters. In Fig. 2~a!, we have plottedP(topt,m) ver-
sustopt andP(t,mopt) versust for a givenN, in other words,
by fixing one of the variables as a parameter and optimiz
on the other one. As can be seen fromP(topt,m), small
squeezing always gives an improvement, which degrades
further squeezing due to it being more sensitive to chang
hx(m) near the optimal squeezing. As a result, maximal i
provement occurs for relatively smallm andhx(mopt) is re-
duced very slightly@see Fig. 2~b!#.
Therefore, the best precision in the presence of deco
ence does not require maximal spin squeezing, which
plains why a simple model of spin squeezing, such as o
axis twisting, turns out to be useful. TheP(topt,m)
dependence becomes complicated for largeN, due to the
appearance of an instability near the optimal solution for
best precision. This indicates another very noticeable–
FIG. 2. Optimization and usefulness of one-axis twisting.~a!
Optimization ofP(t,m), wheret52gt f , t f is a free-evolution time
for single step,g is a decoherence rate, andm is the squeezing
angle; solid line:P(topt ,m). Arrow is an increasing direction ofm
and its explicit value is not shown. Dotted line:P(t,mopt). Intersec-
tion of these two curves is the maximal improvement in the pre
sion Pmax for a given number of ionsN; ~b! normalized varianceyy
~squeezing parameter! and square of the meanhx vs N; the indexopt
is for optimal spin squeezing, which gives the best precision and











explicit from Eq. ~7!–difficulty in finding the optimal input
state.
In Fig. 3, the maximal improvement of Eq.~7! is plotted
versus the number of ionsN. One sees that the one-ax
twisting is a good approximation to the optimal solution,
least for the small number of ions as in Fig. 3~a!. The im-
provement in the precision asymptotically reaches at the
solute decoherence limit with increasingN in Fig. 3~b!, and
it is obvious that a more sophisticated model, such as
two-axis twisting, gives quicker saturation. As a matter








b2 and h n̂.~12b!2,
when m!1, provideda5(N/4)m@1 andb5(N/8)m2!1.
The latter conditions are in good agreement forN.105.










FIG. 3. Maximal improvementPmax vs number of ionsN. ~a!
Comparison for the optimal and spin squeezed~suboptimal! input
states;L, full numerical optimization of the initial state preparatio
@24#; 3, initial SSS preparation via one-axis twisting;~b! the abso-
lute decoherence limit 121/Ae ~solid line! is asymptotically





















DUGER ULAM-ORGIKH AND MASAHIRO KITAGAWA PHYSICAL REVIEW A 64 052106It is a little surprising that the theoretical decoherence lim
Eq. ~8! is asymptotically reached even in the case of sub
timal entanglement of a simple SSS–one does not need a
optimization of the input state nor measurement optimi
tion. Decoherence washes out the details of entangleme
squeezing.
V. CONCLUSION
We have considered a generalized Ramsey spectros
scheme with a spin-squeezed input state and shown th
SSS is a useful resource of entanglement, intrinsically p
sessing an ability for improving spectroscopic precision
the presence of decoherence due to its negative pair-
quantum correlations. This also explains why nonsp






















give any improvement in that situation. As the main result
the paper, we have answered the open question@24#, by
showing that the improvement in precision asymptotica
saturates at the theoretical decoherence limit Eq.~8! with an
increasing number of ions; even suboptimal entanglemen
a simple spin squeezing is enough for it, i.e., neither f
optimization of input state nor measurement optimization
required.
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